
Possession  2021 2-Channel Video Installation, 4K, 31:17 min, stereo sound
excerpt 1, 3:15 min: https://vimeo.com/679449104
entire video: https://vimeo.com/714513400/38d4084767

Installation view Possession. An underground panorama, 
solo exhibition, Maximiliansforum, Munich. 
Photo: Milena Wojhan.

Shot in the open coal mines of the Ruhrgebiet in western Germany, its 
surrounding ghost villages and mountainous slagheaps, Possession 
joins contemporary panoramas, fictional narratives and analogue special 
effects. Existing landscapes inscribed with human activity become sites 
where logics and thought patterns of extractive politics, possessive enclo-
sures and our notion of energy can be questioned and assembled anew.
 Fossil fuels are cast as poetically energized materials, an incre-
dibly dense complex of former organisms and ecosystems that can be 
resurrected.



The main character works as human pollinator on an orchard, a scenario as of yet not arrived in the western world. 
Somewhere on the way to work, which is in close proximity to the still operating coal mines, she catches an environmental 
disease - a microbody, which is ingested and after brief adjustion symptoms enables the growth of new sensoriums, attuned 
to the environment.



Videostills

These mountains
and valleys were dug
by humans.
No stone left
unturned.

What‘s it like
to burn yourself
and see the burn
but not feel 
the burn?

Video stills



Installation views Possession. An underground panorama, 
solo exhibition, Maximiliansforum, Munich. 
Photos: Milena Wojhan.



Circumscribe   2022    Video, UHD, 8:22 min, stereo sound, 
         Poster for take-away, 42 x 29 cm, laserprint on paper, 250 pieces 

entire video, 8:22 min - https://vimeo.com/737478681/1d7e9e9b78 
excerpt, 2:15 min - https://vimeo.com/737487502

Who owns the archive of affec-
tionate gestures? Technology 
companies have been patenting 
gestures for many years - some 
of them some of which we have 
been using for more than a 
decade. 

To navigate and communicate 
with the interface, users must 
inevitably learn these corpora-
te-developed gestures and move 
their bodies accordingly. 
Just as gesture vocabulary is 
homogenized, monetized, and 
absorbed into private property, 
these patents lay claim to human 
movement-both by claiming exis-
ting gestures and by prophylacti-
cally claiming a broad range for 
possible future use.

Circumscribe shows the sche-
matic drawings and diagrams 
from these same patents along 
with flocks of birds, also a net-
work of individuals reacting to 
each other. In the background 
we hear the dense atmosphere 
of city sounds, interspersed with 
network pings, notifications and 
signaling noises of typical plat-
form apps.



Who owns 
The archive of 
intimate gestures?

The archive of 
gestures needed to 
build a home

The archive of 
gestures needed 
to sow the soil

The archive of 
affectionate gestures
 that you don‘t make 
when you‘re alone

The archive of 
gestures needed 
to communicate 
confusion. 
Head, 
shoulders, 
lips, 
eyelids, 
eyebrows.

Video stills

excerpt text voiceover



Installation view c/o in other people‘s hands. Affective infrastructures & 
working interiors, group exhibition, Galerie im Saalbau, Berlin. 
Photo: Kim Bode.



Holdings  2022 3D-Print, foil, light, audiopiece, 2:30 min 

The bed as site of resistance to simple 
productivity dogmata is hanging on 
the wall at ear-height in photorealistic 
3d-print, lit from behind. Visitors can 
step closer and hear a voice emana-
ting from it.

Installation views Possession. An underground 
panorama, solo exhibition, Maximiliansforum, 
Munich. Photos: Milena Wojhan.



Possession (the vessel breaks)   2022 Video, Full HD, 13:19 min, stereo sound
Ausschnitt, 1:40 min -
Ganzes Video, 9:51 min - 
https://vimeo.com/713802439

Everything is put to work, 
assigned its place in the ever 
productive pyramid of „pro-
gress“ - people, machines, the 
soil, plants, the cloud. The third 
industrial revolution by way of 
automation is already in the air. 
What if all these things, infra-
structures and signifiers were to 
stop working? 

Whether via the open pit mines 
of the Ruhr area, the torn-down 
villages close to them or in 
streams and canals full of refuse 
– technologies and „progress“, 
as well as the obsessive pursuit 
of profitable resources have 
inscribed themselves deeply 
into nearly every landscape. The 
myth of „cheap nature“ working 
for free is the basis for value 
creation in our society. 



Video stills



Installation view Isn‘t it nice when things just work?, 
Solo exhibition, Konsumverein, Braunschweig

Installation view c/o in other people‘s hands. Affective infrastructures & 
working interiors, group exhibition, Galerie im Saalbau, Berlin. 
Photo: Kim Bode.



Unspecial Effects   2021 Video, 5:20 min, FHD wide, stereo sound entire video - https://vimeo.com/662304496/d5135650d6

Using the artificial paradises of two botanical gardens in Germany and Portugal, Unspecial Effects reflects on the narrative of catastrophe,
its cinematic effects, and selective amnesia. The world has ended many times, for many people - just not in the romanticized blockbuster way. 
We celebrate spectacular meteor showers, while the souvenirs of the real apocalypse are displayed in necro-aesthetic building showcases all over 
Europe. 
The glass cathedral towers over a perfectly ordered landscape. 
Everything is arranged, labeled, obsessively categorized - 
collaged together over thousands of miles. 



Video stills



Installation view Isn‘t it nice when things just work?, 
solo exhibition, Konsumverein, Braunschweig

Installation view Trigger Warning: Europe, 
group exhibition, Eigen + Art Lab, Berlin. 
Photo: Jonas Höschl.



How Long Is Now   2020 Video, 13:41 min, FHD, stereo sound, with motorized glass 
prism in front of projection

excerpt, 3 min - https://vimeo.com/540131617/76be868dc8
entire video - https://vimeo.com/457192378

A woman is stuck in a time 
loop. Every time she dies 
in a slapstick accident in 
her tiny home, she is sent 
back to the start again and 
respawns. 
The longer the time loop 
lasts, the harder it gets 
to hold onto supporting 
structures and routines. This 
smooth artificial landscape 
was built on top of rubble 
and gigantic human er-
rors. How to build a livable 
present while you‘re stuck in 
virtual limbo? 
How Long Is Now medita-
tes on isolation, the nature 
of routines and thought 
patterns, the well-trodden 
paths of timetravel plots, 
and if you‘re indeed hurting 
continuity while killing time.

Respawns, saving points 
like in video games, flas-
hbacks, hangovers, lags, 
slowmotion trainwrecks and 
returns of problems from 
unruly graves mark our life 
with the unevenly distribu-
ted COVID19 hyperobject, 
as we try to make sense of 
it in real-time, constantly 
re-adjusting. 
 How Long Is Now 
had its Premiere at Europe-
an Media Art Festival Osna-
brück, and was nominated 
for EMAF Award and VDFK 
Award.



Videostills

What would you do?
That is, if it could be 
made right.

Avert the war,
destroy the bomb,
hinder the dictator‘s birth,
confuse the colonizer‘s 
route.

She says:
I‘m losing time again.
It‘s lag-like, hangoverish.

Could you juice me 
again?
The colours are
starting to fade...



Installation view Inner Saboteurs, solo exhibition with Book launch, Goldberg Galerie, Munich

Installation view Isn‘t it nice when things just work?, 
solo exhibition, Konsumverein, 
Braunschweig

Installation view How Long Is Now, 
solo exhibition with book launch, Goldberg Galerie, 
Munich



déformation professionelle   2022 Full-HD Video, 9:51 min, stereo sound
excerpt, 1:40 min - https://vimeo.com/745430027/f2ed3a3c0e 
entire video, 9:51 min - https://vimeo.com/741637583

In Leverkusen, originally planned and created as a factory town for the pharmaceutical and chemical corporation 
BayerMonsanto, the video déformation professionelle follows the figure of a fictional janitor who explores the 
building of Bayer‘s Communications Center. Looking at hierarchical architectures in corporations, forged CEO‘s signatures, 
and unearthing selective amnesia, the building acts as a memory palace full of holes.



Video stills



Installation view Public Fictions, 
group exhibition, Luminaden, Leverkusen. 
Photo: Ludwig Kuffer



The camera as the remote eye 
of the human species is carried 
to territories humans have left 
- or have never reached. Those 
cameras, in a sense of non-anth-
ropocentric Cinéma Verité, show 
filmic space transformed by 
unfamiliar bodies, by animal and 
machinic rhythms.
 Strapped to animal bo-
dies and cosmis rovers, their 
movements are not centered 
on human understanding and 
show a very own access to the 
surrounding world. Intertwined 
urban structures of airports, the 
polar sea and abandoned inte-
riors like sensor-operated smart 
homes become the landscapes 
for a re-conquest.

The soundtrack is an atmo-
spheric ambient composed of 
morphed animal voices, remote 
technological signal noises and 
bodily sounds, where humans 
and more-than-human beings 
melt together acoustically.

 The video‘s last part 
transfer a whale‘s breathing 
rhythm to the viewer. The ca-
mera pops out of the water for a 
second when the whale inhales, 
and orientation to a place is brie-
fly given, before it submerges in 
the distanceless blue of the oce-
an again.

Almost Birds, Public Heroes 
and Secrets   2020

Full-HD Video, 8:45 min, stereo sound
viewing link, 8:45 min - https://vimeo.com/401348080
PW: almost



How to grow without
getting heavier?

How can you walk on a foot
that doesn‘t know 
it will be a foot one day

You alienated,
you will be one people,
one day

Video stills



Installation view 
Sure We Can Sell Beef It‘s Peanuts,
solo exhibition, EFES Sculpture Association, 
Linz, A. 
Photo: Laurien Bachmann.



exhibition view La Fange du Macadam, AGIP Karlsplatz / off-site, Munich, DE, organized by Luciano Pecoits. Photos: Uli Gebert.

Crude Oil Acts   2020
Audio piece, 20 min on custom headphones and printed booklet with script, 
8 pages, custom typography         

You hear an atmospheric sound 
of the soundscape of a summer 
tropical forest, where the calls 
and roars of long-extinct crea-
tures are heard again and again. 
The site of the gas station, where 
fuels are sold from decomposed 
bodies millions of years old, rea-
ching back in time to the prime-
val forest, acts as an atmosphe-
ric portal connecting human and 
geological time spans.

The audio piece is complemen-
ted by a publication in dialogue 
form, in which grotesque charac-
ters, who are neither really things 
nor people, wander through this 
forest, visit the boiling asphalt 
lakes, and discuss energy, de-
composition, and mental states 
during burning heat - the delirium 
increasing visibly. 
Visitors are free to choose their 
paths across the site, and read 
the text at their own pace parallel 
to the audio piece. 
 



exhibition view La Fange du Macadam, AGIP Karlsplatz / off-site, Munich, DE, organized by Luciano Pecoits. Photos: Uli Gebert & Laura Leppert.



Video, Full-HD, 28:00 min, stereo sound
 two excerpts, 3 min & 3:30 min - https://vimeo.com/438940412     PW: fc
 entire video - https://vimeo.com/423574314/37595775a8

Forecast  deals with the obses-
sion with a project that is cons-
tantly changing. It was filmed in 
temporary urban spaces emble-
matic of a nomadization of urban 
daily life – a self storage, a nap 
cab, a specially contructed one-
room-flat and the backseats of 
cabs and cars.

The interiors are temporary and 
makeshift-like, and are saturated 
with multiple synthetic voices 
that implicate the presence of 
technologic or semi-human 
bodies, which never appear on 
screen.

A young entrepreneur tries to get 
his hallucinated start-up moving. 
Under scrutiny by disembodied 
synthetic voices, he is making 
deals on his dummy-like phone. 
Dialogues turn into monologues 
– he keeps clinging to moving 
deadlines for lack of a better 
idea, and it remains unclear if 
his business is really picking up 
speed.
 The hysterical language 
of dealmaking, a frankensteinian 
version of neoliberal tech lingo 
point to the absolute opportu-
nism of the climate he produces, 
and in which every thought 
seems to be build on swamp 
land. 

With the project and the sur-
roundings collapsing, and facing 
private like ecological failure, this 
narrow script of success must be 
left behind.

video still

Forecast   2020



I have four jobs
I do on the same laptop.

Sure I did this 
in ten minutes. 
But I practiced years 
to do it in minutes -

so you owe me 
the years, 
not the minutes.

video stills

excerpt voiceover text



Installation view Forecast, diploma exhibition, Academy of Arts Munich, Munich.


